The AAO Conference
The dates are the 10th - 12th November 2011, the place is London’s ExCeL, and the event is the return of the hugely popular Annual AAO Conference. This year’s conference will be bigger and better than ever, with talks from world-renowned experts including Dr David Bloom, Dr Christopher Orr, Dr Peter Grist, and many more.

“…”

Lunch and learn with EndoCare’s team of experts
EndoCare’s team of endodontists have been visiting practices in and around London, giving bite-sized “Lunch and Learn” courses and free practice visits.

A buffet lunch is provided at the participating surgery’s practice and the whole dental team can benefit from informative sessions on a variety of clinical topics with CPD certificates awarded to all those attending. EndoCare is a team of highly skilled specialist Endodontists, solely committed with Endocare’s Lunch and Learn courses.

EndoCare also provides out of hours emergency care. For more information about EndoCare please call 020 8756 3300 or visit www.endocare.co.uk

MCWE introduce the next generation of flowables
GC Europe is pleased to announce the launch of two superior flowable materials; G-ænial Universal Flo and G-ænial G-ælo, to give patients an aesthetic, functional and durable restoration.

Both flowable materials benefit from a composition that features a unique filler technology. Unlike other flowable composites the materials have a higher filler load and a homogenous dispersion of fillers. The resulting improved strength and wear resistance are two key features of these flowable materials.

G-ænial Universal Flo radiopaque and features a high viscosity, making it ideal for placement in class I-V restorations. Essentially, it looks like a flowable but behaves like a restorative. Its indications are for direct restorations, minimum intervention cavities and fissure sealing. With a physical performance of a regular composite, G-ænial G-ælo is extremely easy to handle.

These restoratives are dispensed through an ergonomically designed syringe that enables smooth delivery of the material with a tapered tip that means no paste can stick to it. The syringe size provides a comfortable hold and the ached shape of the flange fits the hand ergonomically. The design also prevents material waste.

For further information please contact GC UK on 01908 219 999.

Nobel Biocare
Nobel Biocare is a world leader in providing restorative and aesthetic dental solutions for dental professionals, combining cutting-edge technology with simplicity of use.

Dr Nik Siodola, a partner at TENDERdental, in London, says; “Nobel Biocare’s comprehensive range of products gives me a wide-choice of implants, abutments and prosthetics to fit the right candidate for each patient. The quality of the products is exceptional, they are straightforward to use and reliable.

"I find the software like NobelGuide™ really useful for diagnosis, planning and implant surgery and NobelProcera™ with its use of CAD/CAM helps with designing highly accurate dental restorations.

“…”

The customer service from Nobel Biocare is first class
Nobel Biocare is a world leader in providing restorative and aesthetic dental solutions for dental professionals, combining cutting-edge technology with simplicity of use.

For more information contact Nobel Biocare on 0208 756 3500 or visit www.nobelbiocare.com

CosTech Elite® – Guaranteed Practitioner Quality
CosTech Elite® is a range of prosthetics that can be customised to your patients’ needs and is the perfect product to help your patients have the most comfortable, and aesthetically pleasing smiles.

CosTech Elite® is a range of prosthetics that can be customised to your patients’ needs and is the perfect product to help your patients have the most comfortable, and aesthetically pleasing smiles.

“…”

For more information or how CosTech Elite® can help you, call 01474 320 076 or email info@cosotech.co.uk

Dentply appoints new commercial marketing manager
DENTPLY UK has announced that Justin Smith has been appointed as the company’s Commercial Marketing Manager. Since the start of his career in the dental industry, Justin Smith has built up a wealth of experience in a variety of sales and marketing roles within the UK, including a previous period with DENTPLY, and has also worked in international marketing roles.

Justin says re-joining DENTPLY offers a great opportunity to continue to be at the forefront of not only both in the UK dental market, and also with such an exciting and innovative company as DENTPLY. There is a real hunger for developing and delivering the highest quality products to our customers and doing the right thing for dental professionals, which in turn enables them to provide the best possible level of dental care for their patients and therefore deliver outcomes closely with both our dental professional customers and our trade partners to continue the growth and development of DENTPLY’s brand in the years ahead.

A vital part of my role will be to ensure that DENTPLY are able to continue the growth and development of the company as DENTSPLY. There is a real hunger for developing and delivering the highest quality products to our customers and doing the right thing for dental professionals, which in turn enables them to provide the best possible level of dental care for their patients and therefore deliver outcomes closely with both our dental professional customers and our trade partners to continue the growth and development of DENTPLY’s brand in the years ahead.

A vital part of my role will be to ensure that DENTPLY are able to provide outstanding quality and value to the professions and DENTPLY Rewards is one way in which we can deliver this. That is something that I am extremely excited about, and can’t wait to get stuck into.”

For more information contact DENTPLY UK on 01928 854822

The Dental Directory
The Dental Directory can also provide you with help and support to introduce or improve your aesthetics and skin rejuvenation products. For further information call Digital Dental on 0800 027 8393, email enquiries@admor.co.uk or visit www.kempteinthestudio.com

Admor: All Round Outstanding Service
With over 26,000 clients we have been appointed as the company’s commercial catalogue, Admor is a company that truly understands that a dental practice is more than just an office. Providing specialist dental products alongside traditional company many Admor gives your practice’s stationery requirements was the wide range of Admor’s catalogue, expands beyond just an office. Providing specialist dental products alongside traditional company many Admor gives your practice’s stationery requirements was the wide range of Admor’s catalogue, expands beyond
The Digital Disc Trc is simple to use because every canal is digitised within the handpiece. It features a new semi-touch multi-stitch Flash Wave, enabling pretreatment from macro to micro and a unique USB 2.0 connector that fits virtually all standard delivery unit couplings. The intuitive Flash iX Soft1® software combines simplicity and control to the procedure. The Dr Webber said, “Having used other flowables for the past three years or so, SDR is the product I would choose for definitive root fillings, it is very versatile and easy to use.”

“It advantages are the ease of placement and the fact that I can take it up to 4mm rather than having to slowly build up in 2mm increments, which makes it quicker to place restoration. It also works well as a foundation to other products.”

“Unlike other flowables, SDR doesn’t slump or run out. It handles well and finds its level on the tooth, and has a good consistency.”

“The packaging has been well designed. The compa product is much easier to handle. With a tube, SDR can be placed directly with the Compa’s delivery tip.”

For more information about this exceptional new product, contact your local DENTSPLY representative.

To book an appointment with your local DENTSPLY specialist, call: 0800 072 3313 or visit www.dentsply.co.uk